It is well known that a C-field, generated by a certain source equation leads to interesting changes in the cosmological solutions of Einstein's equations. In this article we present and analyze a simple Lorentzian vacuum wormhole in the presence of C-field.
The wormhole is very interesting subject in modern cosmology since Morris and Throne have verified the realistic possibilities of constructing a traversable wormhole space-time and traveling through it in the theoretical context of the general relativity [1] . Among the reasons that support this, one of them is the possibility of constructing time machines and another is related on the requirement of matter violating the weak energy condition [2] . Wormholes may defined as handles or bridges linking different universes or widely separated regions of our universe. Topologically, wormhole space-times are the same as that of blackholes, but a minimal surface called throat of wormhole is maintained in time evolution and then a traveler can pass through it in both directions. To hold such a wormhole open, the stress energy tensor of matter violets the null energy conditions. As a result, the energy density of matter may be seen as negative by some observer. There are different ways of evading these violations. Most of these attempts focus on alternative gravity theories or existing of exotic matter [3] .
We consider the wormhole in presence of C-field. Existence of Big-bang singularity is one of the basic failures of general theory of relativity. So alternative theories are being proposed time to time. One of the important alternative theory is C -field theory introduced by Hoyle and Narlikar (HN) [4] . HN adopted a field theoretic approach introducing a mass-less and charge-less scalar field C in the Einstein -Hilbert action to account for the matter creation. A C -field generated by a certain source equation, leads to interesting changes in the cosmological solution of Einstein field equations. The modified Einstein equation due to HN through the introduction of an external C -field are
where C, a scalar field representing creation of matter, x i , i = 0,1,2,3 stand for the space-time coordinates with
and T ab is the matter tensor and f > 0. The conservation equation in the general case is given by
According to Sach et al [5] , the above equation could be understood as representing two different modes of the evolution: firstly when both sides of the equation are individually zero is non-creative mode and secondly when are both equal and non-zero is creative mode.We study only on the non-creative mode solution. Let us consider the static spherically symmetric metric as
The independent field equations for the metric (3) are
Now following the expressions (4) - (5) - (6), we have
One may attempt to eq.(7) for two different situations: (i)(ν ′ ) = 0, which means ν = constant. (ii)(ν ′ ) = 0, which in turn leads to the differential equation
, where b is an arbitrary integrating constant. In the first case, one may choose ν = 0 , without any loss of generality. In the second case i.e. for (ν ′ ) = 0, it is extremely hard task to obtain the solutions to the field equations. Hence we abandon this case in our present work and proceed with the other case i.e.(ν ′ ) = 0 for further calculations. With (ν ′ ) = 0, one gets, after some simple and straight forward calculations the following two equations:
Solving the above two equations, we get
where D and C 0 are integration constants. Thus our solution reads
In order to investigate whether a given solution represents a wormhole geometry, we study the geodesic. The equation of geodesic for the metric given in (12)
where the notion is as usual considered to be taking place in the θ = 
with solution
and the affine parameter sαt. The eq.(21) represents a hyperbola and shows that to an external observer a radially in-falling time like or null particle approaches the radius r = (D)asymptotically but can never reach it. Here we also see the s -r relationship represents a hyperbola. Now, for time like geodesics (L = 1), s is the proper time and hence an observer falling with time like particle also skirts the physical singularity at r = 0 by asymptotically grazing the critical radius at r = (D).This feature is characteristic of a wormhole space-time. Now we rewrite the metric into Morris-Thorne cannonical form: 
where the embedding function z(r) is a solution of
At the value r = r 0 ( the wormhole throat) eq. (20) is divergent, which means that the embedded surface is vertical there. For a coordinate independent description of wormhole physics, one may use proper length
Thus l = ± (r 2 − D). Due to the simple expression for l(r) it is to rewrite the metric tensor interms of this proper radial distance
where l 2 = (r 2 − D). Thus in this well behaved coordinate system, as l increases from −∞to0,r decreases monotonically to a minimum value at the throat; and as l increases onwards to +∞, r increases monotonically. It can be verified that all the conditions of a two way wormhole including the flaring-out conditions are satisfied. The pecularity of this solution is that
and hence G 00 < 0 for all finite nonzero values of ′ r ′ . This implies that the entire wormhole, and not only the throat, is made up of exotic material. Summing up, we showed that C-field admits analytical wormhole solutions. It should be noted that there exists some regions in which C-field may play the role of exotic matter. This implies that it might be possible to build a wormhole like space-time with the presence of ordinary matter at the throat.
